Legend of an outstanding Mantle of the Expert school had reached Haut-Lac International
school in Switzerland and a pilgrimage began… Seven courageous adventurers from infant and
primary, teamed up to brave the journey to Birmingham.

Land and sea were crossed and we were
welcomed to England by blue skies and sunshine
(and a Marks and Spencer’s sandwich). Knowing
full well we would be weary from our travels, the
team at Woodrow First School in Redditch,
greeted us with tea and cakes before whisking us
around their classrooms…

We were inspired by what we saw… every class
from Nursery to year 4 are working within the
frame of the same Mantle story; set in the fictional
town of Merryfields and centred around a main
character; Millicent Shaw (Millie). Each year group
operates as a different expert team, working
together on tasks in and out of the story, covering a
wide range of the curriculum as they go. Teams out
source jobs to others with greater expertise in the
area. For example, ‘The Renovators’ in year 4, need
a large, unstable piece of machinery moved from the needlework factory before they can
begin work. They call upon ‘The Removers’ in nursery to shift it, safely. In the meantime, the
‘Helping hands’ in reception are learning about the ways in which Millie needs to be helped
and how her new accommodation should be adapted to better suit those needs. They will
feed this back to ‘The Renovators’, and ask ‘The Removers’ to help move Millie and her
belongings.

Joined by fellow pilgrims from across the UK, Wales and Ireland, we shared a hearty, social,
evening meal which refuelled us before we got stuck into the real work… The regular question
of “What do you want to get out of this training?” was turned on its head as we were asked
to define “What do you want to find?”. As groups, we then represented our ‘answer’,
iconically, as living statues. What an ice breaker! Fortunately, we were guided and protected
into this strange world by the very talented and wise Luke Abbott. Our Mantle of the Expert,
expert steered us through many situations over the course of our weekend journey, pushing
us far beyond the borders of our comfort zones.

On Saturday morning we delved deeper into the craft, exploring how we can use light/dark,
sound/silence, movement/stillness to evoke the dramatic imagination. Luke described a scene
which would form the setting of the story he would be creating later on with a group of
children from the school.

Expecting to observe the master at work, we were surprised and apprehensive to learn that
we would be an integral part of the session… The potential client! Luke explained that he
would be framing the children as an expert removal team who were responsible for moving
and rehoming/repurposing a wide variety of items. Our job was to each come up with an item
that needed to be dealt with; something that would challenge the children but also be exciting
enough to peek their curiosity. As a team, we set about drawing items that might be of use
for this incredibly wide variety of jobs.

In the end the egg was judged the highest priority. This was no ordinary egg, this was an
ENOURMOUS egg which Murielle had been given by her uncle. She didn’t know what to do
with it and was taking up space. It had started to make strange sounds; she was sure she had
witnessed it tremble. The year 4 students enlisted our help to protect the egg with large, heavy
duty pillows, keeping it warm in the process. They were concerned about what could be
contained in the egg and the damage this beast could do if it hatched. Through an expertly
narrated portrayal, Luke and the students co-constructed the momentous task of moving the
egg, sensitively, back to the warehouse where it could be carefully observed.

Our courageous adventurers didn’t stop there… we went on to explore the tools of the
pedagogy further through forgotten items in a lonely, abandoned house. Our stamina was
pushed to the limit as we were challenged physically, emotionally and intellectually. We even
got the chance to investigate different perspectives as rats under the floorboards; unwanted
rats who were about to be exterminated, some of whom were too old to flee. What on earth
were we to do…?

